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fear of high places is, at the same time, acquiring skills and
muscular control. Learning not to be afraid is an active
developmental process.
The usefulness of this method of directing and aiding the
child to learn ways of coping actively with certain fear
situations was studied experimentally by Holmes.24 Fear,
as defined in Holmes' investigation, however, may not be
identical with the psychologist's definition of fear. Further-
•more, the same overt behavior observed in two children or
in the same child at different times may be psychologically
quite different, in one case involving profound organic
reverberation and in the other case negativism or lack of
curiosity or interest. As defined in Holmes' experiment fear
means
a complete refusal to enter into the situation
or a
refusal   to  enter  the  fear  situation  until  the  experimenter had
offered either to accompany or help the child.25
The twenty children participating in the investigation were
between three and five years of age. The two fear situations
to which the children were exposed were fear of the dark
and fear of height. Each time the experimenter gave the
child verbal reassurance and instruction in the skills re-
quired. The child was gradually familiarized with the fear
experience and left it each time with a feeling of satisfaction.
The actual directions given in each of these situations are
of sufficient practical value to parents and teachers to be
included here in some detail. At first, the child was ex-
pected to walk along an elevated board to a box of brightly
colored toys at the far end. The directions were as follows:
a. Preliminary directions:   "See how nicely you can walk across
and get a toy."
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